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A B S T R A C T

Finite Lamer radius stabilisation of 2-pinch«s is discussed. Stability

criteria can be derived for a clasff of equilibria having constant nass

and current density. The internal nodes can be stabilised provided

the line density does not exceed a critical value of the order of 10 ions/».



1. Introduction

The first Z-pinch experiments without a longitudinal magnetic field

were violently unstable. Kink and sausage modes appeared, having

a growth rate comparable to the acoustic transits tias. Experiast»ts with

dense Z~pinches showed a substantially reduction of the growth rate tl-lj.

Recently a global stable plasma has been obtained in linear Extrap experi-

ments /37. A major difference between Extrap and dense Z-pinches compared

to conventional /Z-'pinches is that breakdown and formation of the plasma co-

lumn occur at the center of the discharge chamber and not at the walls.

The former fornation process gives rise to a peaked current profile instead

of a hollow one. The establishment of a suitable current distribution 00 and

a. relatively low line density are presumable the reasons of the successful

operation of Extrap and the dense Z-pinches.

A recent investigation of the unstable MHD-spectrura of toroidal Extrap

configurations has demonstrated the importance of a peaked pressure distri-

bution vanishing smoothly at the plasma boundary [bj. The unstable spec:run

can be separated into free boundary and internal modes. The growth rate of

the free boundary modes is strongly affected by the external field and the

pressure distribution near the plasma boundary. The growth rate increases

slowly with the toroidal wave number. By a proper choice of the external

field and pressure distribution these modes can be stabilised. Finite

Larmor radius effects can not stabilize free boundary modes, unless the

equilibrium has a smooth pressure distribution at the boundary because

otherwise the growth rate becomes finite for zero toroidal node numbers.

The growth rate of the internal modes are almost unaffected by the

external field, it increases first linearly with the toroidal mode number

and then saturates. Provided the free boundary modes can be stabilized by a

suitable pressure distribution, it is of interest to investigate under what

conditions the internal modes become stable. The Extrap equilibria have,

in general, a large aspect ratio and nearly a circular cross section CsQ. A

linear Z-pinch with a circular cross section should be an acceptable model

to study the stability of internal modes in Extrap. For such a configuration

to be stable against MRD-nrade* two requirements have to be fulfilled &] •

A stability condition for axisynmetric modes, azimuthal mode number m • 0.



and on* for

The first criterion can be satisfied for physical pressure distribu-

tions whereas the latter cannot for the m-1 modes.In general,the pressure dis-

tributions satisfying inequality (1) are not achieved.The plasma will then he

subjected to an JU-1 mode near the magnetic axis and an m»0 mode at the

boundary of the pinch. These criteria were derived by studying the limit of

large axial wave numbers. In this limit: stabilisation due to finite Larraor

radius effects become important. In this paper ve investigate under what

conditions MHD-unstable equilibria can be stabilized by FLR-effects. To

study the FLR-stabilization we postulate the equations in an heuristic

way, such that the equations become consistent with those for finite-fi

(Kpinches [ij. Stabilization of a Z-pinch due to the Hall effect is of

the same order as FLR-effects, which has earlier been treated by

Schapcr



2. Stability Analysis

Equilibria of linear Z-pinches with a circular cross section in ab-

sence of a longitudinal Magnetic field can be described by the mass decsity

p(r) and the Magnetic field, B(r) where a cylindrical coordinate systea

(r,6,s) is used. He postulate here that the internal nodes including first

order finite Larmor radius effects can be described by the following

equations

\ -=)-V£ + F(£) - 0 . w

Q - V*<£XB)

M &
2nB

where q, m., n, p, and y denote the charge of the ion, ion mass, number

density of ions» pressure and specific heat ratio,respectively.

This equation yields correct results for the 6-pinch OJ and

the magnetization current due to finite Larmor radius being

responsible for the stabilizing term is here included in a

. form which does not depend on the geometry (Sj. The free

boundary »odes arc annihilated by assuming £ to vanish at the plasma

boundary. After Fourier decomposing the perturbation in the following

way €«• exp Out • B8 • kz) we obtain

where
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In general, the eigenvalues a> of Eq (7) are complez valued. For

the particular class of equilibria satisfying (rp)~l. d (rp/B)/dr the

problem simplifies considerably,since X2 does not depend en r. This con-

dition is satisfied e.g. by equilibria having constant acass density,pQ, and

constant current density, j
o

If condition (1) is satisfied, condition (2) is also satisfied for m > 2.

It Ic thus only necessary to consider the m * 0 and tbe a « 1 modes.

To treat the m - 0 modes we assume that |X^| « k2(yp + B2/y ). Eq. (3)

then simplifies to

2
i » - (r/r )

r d r x 2 ( Y f l

where

and r denotes- the pinch radius. The most unstable mode for a given
o

•ode number k is the node with the smallest number of radial nodes. The
2 2

eigenvalues X decreases first proportionally to k and saturates at
2 2
X * U(J(/4po ' see Fig' l' s*nce the stabilizing effects due to finite
Laraor radius increases proportionally to k the most difficult modes tc

stabili:

becomes

2
stabilize are the long wavelength modes, i.e. k •* 0. In this limit Eq (8)

(7-) k * (9)
o

A numerical computation of the smaller eigen/alues with the boundary con-

ditions Y(0) • 0 and T(r ) - 0 yields x2 - -4.8.10"3k2.
o o

Tbe eigenvalues, &», become real if and only if

(kfi*)2 > - 4x2 (10)

If condition (10) is violated the unstable modes for a given k value are

located on the line ReOu) * kft 12, see Fig.2.



This condition is equivalent tc a condition on the line density de-

fined by N ' i

if and only if

2
fined by N - TfnrQ . The pinch becomes stable against m » 0 modes

H < N »2.12» 1018 (m./m )Z~2 ion?/n (11)
o l p

vbere n./m dtnotea the ratio between the ion mass and proton mass

and Z the charge number. The m • I nodes are almost incompressible and

can be approximately treated by taking the limit > •+ «. However, it will

lead Co an underestimation of the growth rates. In this limit Eq. (3)

becomes

, 4r2k2(x2-2-k2r2),
•*• 7 2 2 2 2

(x~-l) (1+k r ). r"

The eigenvalues of Eq. (12) are plotted in Fig. 3. Unlike the m * 0
o

modes the m • 1 modes are stable for small k*" value3. As k2 increases

the growth rate of the TS « 1 exceeds that of the m •* 0 modes. A stability

criterion similar to that for the m m 0 can be derived

(kn*)2 > - 4<x(k))2 (13)

2 ?,
By numerical computation» of the eigenvalue? x, we obtain ~x(k) ̂ 0,06 k *,

Condition (13) defines then a critical line density K. such that the

plasma is stable if and crsly if

N < K. • C O • I013 (w./ai ) i~2 ions/» (14}
- 1 T. p



3. DJ3cussion

To stabilize a Z-pinch without a longitudinal magnetic field two

conditions have to be satisfied. A smooth pressure distribution at the

plasma boundary to stabilize free boundary nodes l'',5j and a line density

less than oin (H ,N.) to stabilize the internal nodes The lina density con-
oi *

dition is just a condition between the plasma radius and an ion gyro radius.

Uovever, the latter condition is not a good measure since the ion gyro radius

varies considerably with the radius.

The m « 0 modes can be stabilized without finite Larmor radius

effects by a proper pressure distribution. In reality such pressure

distributions might be difficult to achieve, but a considerably larger

ion density than the limit N might be achievable.

The m * 1 modes caanot be stabilized by changing the current

distribution in absence of finite Larmor radius effects,. The driving

forces are localized in the region.near the magnetic axis, where
2

d(B r)/dr< Q, A major part of the plasma and current will be localized

to this region. One would then not expect the line density limit K, to be sub-

stantially affected by variation in the current distributions. Although

the internal modes exist if the boundary is immobile, a movable boundary

will increase the growth rate of the ideal taagnetohydrodynatdc mödas and

thus further reduce the possible line density. The twdel considered here

suffers from n.number of limitations. The requirements on the ion gyro ra-

dius to be small is not satisfied. Near the magnetic axis the orbits are

not even cycloids but rather Meander like £iojJthe most severe stability

condition appears du« to the m • 1 modes. The axial wavelength for these

modes becomes comparable to the ion gyro radius. Finite ion Larmor radius

effect of higher order can then be of importance £\\].
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Figure Caption»

Fig.l The normalized eigenvalues x for m-0 modes with the Lovest radial

node number.

Fig.2. Outline of the MHD and FLR spectra for a given mode number k*- and

m«0. The different eigenvalues represent different radial node

numbers-

Fig.3. The nonulized eigecvaluea x for ra-l modes with the lowest radial

node nuober.
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